Abstract-A general clsss of dwxete-time uncertam nonlinear stochastic systems corrupted by finite energy dssturbances and estimation performance crlterla are considered These performance criteria include guaranteed-cost suboptimal versions of estimation obJectives hke HZ, H,, stochsstlc passwlty, etc Smear state estimators that sat&y these crlterla are presented A common matrix mequality formulation 1s used m charactenzatlon of estimator design equations
INTRODUCTION
In the present work, the problem of state estimator design 1s formulated usmg lmear matrix mequahtles (LMI) for a general class of uncertam nonlmear stochastic systems Various criteria are used m deslgmng discrete-time estimators leading to a general LMI framework The purpose behind this approach 1s the possible utlhzatlon of efficient numerical schemes for solving LMI [l] In the slgnal model used, the system and measurement vectors are assumed to be corrupted by addltlve noBes with fimte energy and the same vectors are also assumed to be affected by white noises whose powers are determined by unknown nonlmear functions of the state Such nonlmear models are introduced m [2] , and then system theoretx properties are mvestlgated using LMI approach m [3] Mean-square optimal control and state estimator designs can be found m [4, 5] , respectively In the present work, various estlmatlon problems mcludmg guaranteed-cost suboptlmal versions of Hz, H, , stochastic pssslvlty, etc are tackled wlthm a common framework In that sense, the present work can be viewed as an extension of mmlmum-vanance results of [5] to the case of generalized performance crlterla
The followmg notation 1s used For an n-dlmenslonal vector of real elements 2 E Rn, 11~11 denotes the 2-norm, (x~x)I/~ Fo r an n x n symmetric matrix A, A > 0 (A < 0) and A 2 0 (A 5 0) denote posltlve (negative) definite and positive (negative) semldefimte 
SIGNAL MODEL AND SOME AUXILIARY RESULTS
We assume that the signal 1s generated by the followmg system and the measurement equations 
where the matrices on the right-hand side of (6) are all symmetric and posltlve semldefimte due to the fact that these are upper bounds to noise covarlances This description 1s quite general allowing the designer to treat, for example Therefore, for y > 0 sufficiently large,
2=1
which by Schur's complement result, lmphes (7) LEMMA 2 Consider system given by (1) with fk = 0 together with the peFformance output zk = Czxk + Dz_wk, 
Upon substltutlon from (1),(13), usmg the mterlacmg property of expectation, and summing over k yields (15) If (14) holds Note that the above proof uses the storage function & to show that the system 1s stochsstlcally (mean-square) dlsslpatlve w&h respect to the supply rate given by +kT WkT)(s ;) (;)
ESTIMATOR DESIGN
In this section, we assume that the measurement sequence given by (2) IS avallable and we design a full-order linear state estimator whose equation 1s 
T
-f11 = P -(A -KC,)T P (A -KC,) -CZTQCz, 7i12 = -(A -KC,)T P(B -KD,) -CzT(QD, -S),

7-h = -(B -KD,)T P(B -KD,) -R -DzTQD, -DzTS -STDzT,
Gk = E { (fk -&7k)TP(fk -Kgk)}
Since LMI (20) holds for P > 0, then by Schur's complement result 3-1 2 0 Therefore,
where the first mequahty follows from RayleIgh's mequahty and the second and the third follow from the mean-square exponential stability of the system and Lemma 1 Therefore, by Lemma 2, 
This implies that the left-hand side can be mmlmlzed by maxlmlzmg &,,,(A) and mmlmlzmg both X ,,,(X) and y subject to (7) Note that this last conslderatlon of state energy bound allows us to include the mean-square bounds on the state m the estimator design Theorem 1 given above allows one to design different estimators for a variety of performance criteria for this class of systems For example, taking Q = 0, S = 0, and R = -pI, p > 0 yields
This means that by employmg the optlmlzatlon procedure described above, we can obtain a tight bound on the mean-square estlmatlon error Control 34, 349-353, (1989) 
